
Pharmacies using Parata PASS strip packaging often 
choose the packaging as a tool to differentiate and grow 
their businesses and increase their prescription volume. 

When they need to streamline the verification process to 
keep up, they turn to Parata Check PASS: a high-speed, 
high-accuracy visual inspection aide that efficiently and 
safely identifies the contents of each pouch.

Put safety first. 
Parata Check PASS scans each pouch for pill quantity,  
size and shape. It reads a barcode printed on each pouch 
and compares the contents with batch information from 
the PASS packager.1 If something doesn’t match — the 
number of pills or the size and shape of a tablet — Check 
PASS flags the pouch for a pharmacist’s inspection. It 
continues inspecting other pouches and generates a 
report of pouches flagged for exceptions for review by  
a pharmacist.

Check PASS also has the ability to use color as an 
additional inspection parameter. Because lighting  
varies from pharmacy to pharmacy, pills must be  
imaged for color and added to the Check PASS database  
in your pharmacy. 

Ensure accuracy — consistently. 
Studies show even most skilled pharmacists’ ability to 
accurately inspect prescriptions declines as time, volume 
and distractions increase. Immune to these pressures, 
Check PASS ensures accuracy around the clock for safer, 
faster inspection.

Maximize your efficiency. 
Check PASS identifies pouches that need close attention 
from a pharmacist by batch, so they can be reviewed at 
one time. This creates a clean, predictable workflow for 
pharmacist verification and gives pharmacists more time 
for patient counseling and other responsibilities. 

Keep picture-perfect records. 
Check PASS captures and saves an image of every pouch 
it inspects, so you always have a visual record of each 
pouch’s label and contents. The image is viewable within 
the Check PASS software for 30 days. After 30 days, 
archived images can easily be retrieved for review.

Get started quickly. 
With Parata Check PASS, you can expect a quick addition 
to your pharmacy and processes. Its small footprint  
makes finding the right location in your pharmacy easy, 
and its interface with Parata PASS makes it feel familiar 
right away.

Other inspection systems require extensive set up. Our 
pill image library contains inspection parameters for 
more than 6,000 NDCs, giving you a head start on your 
formulary. And you can quickly and easily add new drugs 
to the database right in your pharmacy. 
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There’s a faster, safer way for 
pharmacies to verify Parata PASS 
strip packaging. 

Parata Check PASS™ Visual Inspection Aide



PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

SPACE REQUIREMENTS
The following space requirements will help you determine where to install 
Parata Check PASS in your pharmacy.

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS

• One dedicated outlet within 5.5 feet of unit

• 120V, 2.5A circuit, 60H 

1 Inspection accuracy is dependent on the entire process of ensuring correct pills in the packaging and the technology limitations on differentiating pills that are 
within the algorithm tolerances for shape, size and color. 
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